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can be isolated, differ from what the original group stands for._
Every Indian reservation not only in the United States, but in North
and South America oountries combined hasaone. Every organization that
has met the Indian, was first greeted by them. It is called: THE OLD
GUARD!"
someone The joke and funny part
of everything in which/has been thinking they
got away with some culture from the Indian, acting as Anthropologist and
Antiquist, that really made the Indian look sick; these Scientist of the
subjects of Anthropology and Antiquity received their information second
hand and altered by this group within the OLD GUARD, with the original
Infomation going to the CIBOLA GROUP.
The battle cry of this Cìbola Group ís: TO FIND THE SEVEN GOLDEN
CITIES .
These legendary cities were to be made of solid Gold, and there are
white's wÈo claim to have seen them. The sources of where they were eeen
accounts for such' major' U.S. cities to be created to block any ínvestagatíc
into their whereabouts.
For such tales told by white people on their existence moved this group
to create such cities has San Fransíco, Californie; Los Angeles, Calif.;
Phoenix.and Tuson Arizona; Santa Fe and Las Vegas New Mexico; ,just to
name afew. One of the strangest created cities, needed 2» Congressional
Acts. 1875 and 1890.
trail But the legal/to these cities had its beginning prior to the 1794
Treaty between George Washington and the Six Nations. It was not till
1981 did the facts surrounding these cities come to light.
First, George Washington created Indian tribes that are known today
as the Six Nations. After their creation, Washington signed a treaty
with them. To cover a legal trail, he also created the Seven Nations in
Cañada and signed a Treaty with them. He was now in control of territory in case one of these legandary cities was on the
Canadian Side.

